atching with more elements than V, and V would not be maximum. Conversely, let us prove that, if such a chain does not exist, V is maximum; the oposition being obvious when the graph has one or two edges, we shall assume at the proposition is true for any graph having fewer tharn m edges, and we shall ove it for a graph G of m edges.
One can assume that G is connected.
From Lemma 5, one can assume I NI > 1; from Lemma 3, one can also assume at eitherM I 0 or I -0.
If JM -?, let Y be a connected component of the subgraph M; the graph constructed from G by shrinkage satisfies the conditions of the theorem (Lemma
; as it has at least one edge less than G, the strong edges constitute a maximum atching for Gy. On the other hand, the subgraph Y has only one neutral point emma 1) and therefore its strong edges constitute a maximum matching. Thus, )m Lemma 6, V0 is a maximum matching for G. 
